
Magmo Pro Unleashes New Call Recording
Capabilities for iPhone

Magmo Pro: Automatic Call Recorder for iPhone

With its market-leading features and

meticulous design, Magmo Pro sets a new

standard in call recording.

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, June 6, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Mune

Corporation is proud to announce the

launch of Magmo Pro, the new call

recording solution for tech enthusiasts

and professionals. 

At the heart of Magmo Pro's recording

prowess lies the integration of three

MEMS microphones strategically placed within the device. This technology ensures high audio

clarity and captures every nuance of the conversation. The microphones, meticulously

positioned for optimal performance, create an immersive recording experience for all users. 

The gains brought by the MEMS microphones are significant. By capturing audio from multiple

directions, Magmo Pro delivers optimal call recording quality that surpasses traditional methods.

Whether you're conducting interviews, participating in business negotiations, or documenting

personal calls, Magmo Pro's thoroughly thought out microphone system gives accurate and

precise recordings.

Magmo Pro also includes useful features such as auto-recording, instant playback of recordings,

and simple file management all through the device's supporting application. With its sleek design

and technology, capturing and managing your important phone conversations has never been

easier.

In addition to its recording capabilities and organization tools, Magmo Pro boasts an impressive

battery upgrade. With its enhanced 500 mAh battery capacity, users can rely on Magmo Pro for

extended recording sessions without worrying about power constraints. This means you can

capture hours of conversations with confidence and peace of mind.

Not only does Magmo Pro deliver in functionality, but it also showcases a sleek and elegant

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/magmo/magmo-pro-automatic-call-recorder-for-iphone


design that seamlessly integrates with Apple's iPhone theme. The device's slim profile and

streamlined aesthetics complement your iPhone making it a visually pleasing accessory that

enhances your overall mobile experience.

The possibilities for call recording are extensive and diverse. With Magmo Pro, professionals

from all walks of life can benefit from its capabilities. Whether you're a journalist seeking

accurate interview recordings, a lawyer needing precise evidence for legal proceedings, or a

researcher documenting critical information, Magmo Pro provides a powerful tool to capture,

store, and review important conversations. Additionally, individuals can use call recordings to

keep track of important details, settle disputes, or simply have a record of essential information

readily available.

Mune Corporation will be launching the Kickstarter campaign for Magmo Pro on June 6th,

providing early backers with an exclusive opportunity to secure their Magmo Pro at a special

discounted price. Stay informed about the campaign and be the first to experience the future of

call recording by visiting our Kickstarter campaign page and following on Facebook, Instagram,

and Youtube.
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